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Overview and History of the SHM

- Rule book for LC subject headings
- Statements of policy
- Rules and guidelines for establishing and assigning headings
- Originally an in-house procedure manual for LC catalogers
  - First published for public consumption in 1984

The Subject Headings Manual, or SHM, is the instruction manual that accompanies LC Subject Headings. It contains statements of subject cataloging policy, and also the rules and guidelines for establishing and assigning headings.

For years, subject cataloging policy was updated by memos circulated among LC’s subject catalogers. Those memos were compiled into binders for future consultation and became a procedure manual that was available only to LC staff. Catalogers in other libraries who wished to follow the same rules that LC catalogers did, asked that the manual be published for general use, as did professors in library schools, because they wished to teach LC policies to their students.

The preliminary edition of the Subject Cataloging Manual: Subject Headings was published in 1984, and it has gone through several editions. It was renamed the Subject Headings Manual in the 2008 edition.
The SHM used to be kept up to date with loose-leaf updates that were published twice per year. In 2011, though, the decision was made to cease publication and sale of the loose-leaf updates.

Since then, instruction sheets are revised as needed, but at least quarterly. The manual is now available only in electronic form.
Before we talk about the organization and contents of the *Manual*, we want to explain how to access it.

- The preferred method is through Cataloger’s Desktop, LC’s fee-based online subscription documentation service. We recommend that you use Cataloger’s Desktop since it provides full-text searching of the *Manual*.

- Freely available PDFs of the instruction sheets are also available on LC’s public website at the URL on your screen.

- Some of you may still have access to the printed four-binder edition of the SHM. Please do not use it, since dozens of instruction sheets have been revised since the last loose-leaf update was published. If you do choose to use it, though, *please do not trust it*. Verify everything with either the PDFs or with the version in Cataloger’s Desktop.
Today, the SHM includes approximately 300 instruction sheets, seven appendices, a glossary, and an index.

The instruction sheets, which are sometimes called memos, contain all the information that you need to propose and assign LC subject headings.

There are instruction sheets on very general topics, such as the principles of subject heading assignment, to very specific topics, like how to catalog resources about professional ethics, or marketing, or quotations.

It also includes almost three dozen lists of free-floating and pattern subdivisions; each list is contained in its own instruction sheet.

An examination of the table of contents will show just how extensive it is.
**This was a live demo. The slides on the handouts do not precisely match the slides in the audio-visual lecture.**

The first thing you should notice is that the instruction sheets are separately numbered, and each number begins with the letter H. LC has several other manuals whose instruction sheets are prefixed with other letters, including F, G, J, and L. So if you look for the H you will know that you are in the manual for LCSH.

As you can see, the first section of the manual consists of instruction sheets covering general topics. They include H 80, “Order of Subject Headings,” and H 180, “Assigning and Constructing Subject Headings.” Those two instruction sheets form the foundation of all subject heading assignment and you really should study them. We will discuss them in depth in a series of modules later in this training.

This section also includes information on assigning subject headings to new editions of resources and to serials. If you catalog materials in Arabic, Persian, Chinese, Korean, or Japanese, you should become familiar with the special provisions in H 181 and H 182.

The next section is entitled “Making Subject Heading Proposals.” The instruction sheets in that section provide technical information on the use of the Proposal System to make proposals to add, revise, or cancel headings from LCSH. It also includes instruction sheets detailing the type and amount of research that is necessary to establish a new subject heading, and how to cite that research.
“Formulating Subject Headings” comes next. This section provides the rules that govern the decision to use singular or plural in subject headings, the use of foreign terms and phrases in headings, parenthetical qualifiers, and more. If you have been viewing these modules in order, much of this should look familiar to you because we covered the highlights in modules 2.2 and 2.3. If you ever want to know why a heading is formatted the way it is, this is where you should look. And of course, if you are proposing headings, you should always consult these instruction sheets.

```
Formulating Subject Headings

H 187 When to Establish a New Topical Heading
H 193 Changing a Heading or Deleting a Subject Authority Record
H 194.5 Deleted Heading Information
H 194 Providing for Geographic Subdivision of Existing Subject Headings
H 195 Changing References in Subject Authority Records
H 196 Changing Class Numbers in Subject Authority Records
H 200 Preparation of Subject Heading Proposals
H 202 Authority Research for Subject Heading Proposals
H 203 Citation of Sources
H 205 Establishing New Subdivisions Having General Application

Formulating Subject Headings

H 250 Music Heading Authority Records
H 255 Singular vs. Plural Forms in Subject Headings
H 290 Articles in the Initial Position
H 306 Natural Language in Topical Subject Headings
H 310 [. . .] vs. [. . .] Headings
H 315 Foreign Terms
H 320 Headings Qualified by Nationality, Ethnic Group, Language, etc.
H 350 Nationality Designation of Classes of Persons
H 351 Ethnic Qualifiers
H 357 Parenthetical Qualifiers in Subject Headings
H 360 [. . .] as [. . .] Headings
H 362 Free-Floating Terms and Phrases
H 363 Authority for Geographic Subdivision
H 365 Library of Congress Classification Numbers in Subject Authority Records
```
Next comes a section on references, which contains an instruction sheet for “Broader, Narrower, and Related Terms,” and one for “‘Used For’ references,” along with sheets about “General See Also” and “General See References.” We covered highlights of these instruction sheets in modules 2.5 to 2.8.

The next instruction sheet is H 400, “Scope notes.” It contains all of the guidelines for including scope notes in proposals and for interpreting scope notes in existing entries. We covered scope notes in Module 2.4.

The next instruction sheet is H 405, “Establishing Certain Entities in the Name or Subject Authority File.” It consists chiefly of lists of types of headings that are established in LCSH and in the Name Authority File. We will discuss this instruction sheet in Unit 4.

The next section provides information about personal and corporate names as subjects, followed by a single instruction sheet on chronological headings and subdivisions.

The next section, instruction sheets H 690-H 910, consists of instruction sheets that provide just about anything you will ever want to know about proposing geographic headings, and using geographic headings and subdivisions.
H 925 through H 1055 provide information about the cataloging of resources about places that need some special instructions because of their history or their political circumstances.

The SHM is packed with information, and it can be overwhelming for a beginner. In the next module we will explain how the instruction sheets are arranged and also demonstrate their use. Exercises in some of the modules will also require you to use the SHM, so that you can develop some confidence with it. For now, we would like to leave you with some general tips on using the Manual.
Next are three sections that explain the style and format of subdivisions and their application. The section titled “Subdivisions” provides general information, as well as information on the use of dates in subdivisions. It also has an instruction sheet on “Multiple Subdivisions,” which is a special type of subdivision that we will discuss in Unit 6. The next two sections provide instructions for using free-floating and pattern subdivisions, which are subdivisions that can be assigned to headings without being established if the headings belong to the category to which the subdivisions can be assigned. In Module 4.1 we will explain the purpose of categories and also discuss how you determine what heading belongs to which category. In Modules 6.6 through 6.7 we will discuss the use of free-floating and pattern subdivisions in great detail.
The longest section in the SHM is called “Special Topics, Materials, Subdivisions, Etc.” These 170 or so instruction sheets provide information on establishing and assigning subject headings and subdivisions in a wide range of situations. As you can see, they are arranged alphabetically by title.

Topics in the SHM include guidelines for addressing acronyms, cataloging resources about battles, and addressing various forms, such as bibliographies, biographies, and bio-bibliographies. There are instruction sheets for cataloging resources about comics, congresses, cooking, disasters, and exhibitions. There are four instruction sheets about the cataloging of legal resources and six on literature. And we have only scrolled through half the list so far!

The SHM concludes with a glossary of terms used in the SHM, several appendices, and an index.
First, you should always assume that there is an instruction sheet to answer whatever question you may have about the assignment of LC subject headings, or about proposing them.

Sometimes that will be a general instruction sheet such as the one that provides the rules for geographic subdivision, and at other times, an instruction sheet in the special topics and materials section will specifically address your question.

When you find an instruction sheet that appears to answer your question, we recommend that you read the entire sheet. The first sections, or paragraphs, may seem to provide all the information you need, but there may be much more detailed information later in the sheet.

We have not yet mentioned footnotes and references in the SHM, but they are numerous. You should always follow references to make sure that you are looking at the most appropriate instruction sheet for your needs; and footnotes often provide information that is vital to the proper assignment of a particular heading or subdivision. We will demonstrate footnotes and references throughout this training, when appropriate to the discussion.
Next, never assume that you know what the instruction sheet says. Memories can be faulty, and instruction sheets are revised regularly. If you remember only one thing from this module, it should be this:

It is not a sign of weakness to look it up!

The SHM provides instructions – sometimes even step-by-step instructions (like a cookbook does) – for the creation of valid subject heading strings and subject arrays that accurately describe the contents and forms of resources.

Please explore the manual and become familiar with it. Consulting it regularly will help you catalog more accurately, and, although it sounds counter-intuitive, it will actually speed up your cataloging when you become proficient with it because it provides a recipe to follow.